February 26, 2020: OHRPP Updates

1) **Post Approval Report** guidance updates:

Revised guidance:
- Post-Approval Reporting (PAR)
- Complaints, Concerns and Suggestions, and Reports of Undue Influence Regarding the Conduct of Human Participants Research

Revised Checklists and logs:
- Checklist for Using the "Short Form" Method of Consent for Non-English Speaking Research Participants
- Protocol Deviation or Incident Summary log

Revised Decision trees:
- Adverse Events
- Protocol Deviations and Incidents
- Reports
- Reliance PARs

Removed document:
- Summary Sheet of Post-Approval Reporting Requirements for Investigators

PAR applications currently in process that do not meet the threshold for PAR reporting under the new guidelines may be returned to investigators with requests to withdraw or revise, depending on where they are in the review process.

2) **Two training & Q/A sessions** for these revised guidelines are scheduled *(no RSVP necessary)*:
   - Friday, February 28, 2:30-3:30pm in MDCC A2-342 (“Moss Auditorium”)
   - Monday, March 2, 9-10am in CHS 13-105

Additional trainings may be scheduled as needed. Please contact OHRPP at ohrppeqi@research.ucla.edu to request additional training & Q/A sessions

*This message was originally sent via the Human Research News mailing list. If you would like to subscribe to future announcements, please send an e-mail to: investigators-l+subscribe@lists.ucla.edu. The subject line and body of the e-mail can be blank.*